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Issue with Joomla Themes
Posted by rudy - 2013/02/20 01:26
_____________________________________

Hi, I have just installed the latest 1.03.3 version of multisites on Joomla 2.5.8 and I'm having a problem
setting up the new site theme. 

I've tried setting up a replicaMasterDomain and a sharedMasterdomain site. 
I chose a new default template in the New Website DB Parameters section but I only see the main sites
default template. 

What am I missing? 

Many thanks.

============================================================================

Re: Issue with Joomla Themes
Posted by edwin2win - 2013/02/20 14:09
_____________________________________

Your question is not clear. 
What I have understood is that you use JMS 1.3.03 and Joomla 2.5.8 

You have tried to use the JMS template rule "replicMasterDomain" and "shareMasterDomain" rule to
build slave site. 

What do you mean by "I chose a new default template in the New Website DB Parameters section but I
only see the main sites default template." 

Do you mean that you created a new JMS template rule ? 
To see the DB parameter in the JMS template rule, you need to select a website to replicate. Otherwise,
you don't have any paramzeters as you don't replicate anything. 
You need to select a "template site" in the JMS template rule. 
So that you will give a website in input of the "copy machine". 
After that you have the New DB paramters available (new DB name, new DB prefix, ...)

============================================================================

Re: Issue with Joomla Themes
Posted by rudy - 2013/02/23 10:58
_____________________________________

Here are the steps I followed: 
1. On the Manage Sites page, I created a new site. 
2. Under the General tab I gave it a name 'site1' and a domain 'http://site1.xxx.com' 
3. Under the Templates tab I chose RelicaMasterDomain. 
4. Under the New Website DB Parameters tab I gave it a new table prexif of '_site1' 
5. Under the New Website DB Parameters tab I also chose a new Default Template for the site. 
6. Under the Website Deploy Directory tab I specified a new images folder of '{rel_site_dir}/images' 
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7. Under the Website Deploy Directory tab I also specified a new themes folder of '{site_dir}/templates' 

I expected the new site to use the new joomla template that I specified in step 5 but it still uses the
default site template of the master website. 

How do I get the new site to use a new Joomla template? 

Thanks

============================================================================

Re: Issue with Joomla Themes
Posted by robearle - 2013/02/26 09:44
_____________________________________

Hi, still waiting on a reply. We purchased the full copy of this software so would appreciate some help
with this. 

Thanks.

============================================================================

Re: Issue with Joomla Themes
Posted by edwin2win - 2013/02/26 10:59
_____________________________________

I will try reproducing the procedure that you have described.

============================================================================

Re: Issue with Joomla Themes
Posted by edwin2win - 2013/02/26 13:52
_____________________________________

I have tried reproducing the error without success but in your description I have noticed several potential
issue that might be the reason of the problem. 

I did the test on joomla 2.5.9 with JMS 1.3.06 full edition. 

Like you (3) I have used the rule replicMasterDomain in which I had to fix several value because the
selection of this rule is inconsistency with (2) subdomain name. 
In (2), you have mentioned site1.xxx.com that is a subdomain and not a domain. 
Theorically you would have to use the replicMasterSUBDOMAIN and not domain. 

2) Like you, I have forced the domain value with the subdomain to avoid using the replicMasterDomain
rule. 

4) Like you, I have forced the table prefix with site1_ (I have put the underscore at the end to be more
clear in the DB) 
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5) I have selected the "atomic" template that is one of available in standard in joomla 2.5 

6) If you fix the deploy folder to match the SUBDOMAIN name location on the disk like recommended
with the rule subdomain then you don't need to set the image folder value. 
The key element is to provide a correct "deploy folder" value that match the subdomain name. 

7) I have use the value = {deploy_dir}/templates and NOT the {site_dir}/templates to ensure that the
location is the one corresponding to the deploy folder. 

In summary: 
- Verify the rule that you use (domain, subdomain, subdirectory, multisites). 
- Ensure that the "deploy folder" correspond to the domain, subdomain, subdirectory, multisites 
- Use the template directoy = {deploy_dir}/templates 

Also ensure that you have created the slave site with success (blue message) and that you didn't
received any error (red message). 

In my case, I had to update the replicMasterDomain to ignore some directory like "cgi-bin" and avoid
error message that could be done with physical directory already present that can not be replaced by a
symbolic link.

============================================================================

Re: Issue with Joomla Themes
Posted by rudy - 2013/02/28 10:36
_____________________________________

Hi, Thank you for your help so far. 

I created a new site using the 'replicMasterSUBDOMAIN' as you suggested. 
I also set the template folder to: {deploy_dir}/templates  

unfortunately it still only creates a site that is using the base sites template/theme. 

Your statement is confusing: 

6) If you fix the deploy folder to match the SUBDOMAIN name location on the disk like recommended
with the rule subdomain then you don't need to set the image folder value. 
 The key element is to provide a correct "deploy folder" value that match the subdomain name. 
  
Where is this 'deploy folder' that you mentioned? 

FYI I'm installing this on a Windows server and do get the following errors when I create a new site: 

Unable to create the symbolic link  -> . 
Unable to create the symbolic link  -> . 
Unable to create the symbolic link  -> . 
Unable to create the symbolic link  -> . 
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Unable to create the symbolic link  -> . 
Unable to create the symbolic link  -> . 
Unable to create the symbolic link  -> . 
Unable to create the symbolic link  -> . 
Unable to create the symbolic link  -> . 
Unable to create the symbolic link  -> . 
Unable to create the symbolic link  -> . 
Unable to create the symbolic link  -> . 

I looked at the Website Template Details for the 'replicMasterSUBDOMAIN' but not sure if I need to
modify it, or how.  
I've read through the documentation a few times but con't figure it out. 

Thanks.

============================================================================

Re: Issue with Joomla Themes
Posted by edwin2win - 2013/03/04 18:28
_____________________________________

All I can tell you is to verify the links. 

The messages tells you that it tries to create a symbolic link and it rejects. 
The reason can be due to the fact that the directory already exists with another link 
or that the target directory does not exists 
or that you have a problem of permission. 

If you are able to create symbolic link for other website, all I can tell you is to verify each path. 

If you want that I have a look in your environemnt, this is still possible with our billable support that you
can order at 
https://www.jms2win.com/en/joomla-multisite?page=shop.product_details&flypage=flypage_multisites.tpl
&product_id=35&category_id=1

============================================================================
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